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 The reason of this detailed examination is inclination studying procces between 

teacher and student in SDN Bangselok I. this procces has impact to outcomes of learning. 

Because of it, SDN Bangselok I have alternative to improve the outcomes learning by 

“Creative Action Story Picture” 

 The purpose of this detailed examination is to describe about “Creative Action 

Story Picture” media till improve outcomes learning of student class IV the second theme “ 

always save energy” the second subtheme “the benefits of energy”.  

 The kind of this detailed examination is use the Classroom Action Research (CAR) 

method. The subjects in this research are all of the student of class IV SDN Bangselok I that 

number 22 students. Consist of 14 girls and 8 boys, who have different skills.  

 The outcomes learning of students in the first siclus on the subtheme material the 

benefit of energy get the value of knowledge student PB I, during the learning activities get 

the value 1,280 with the average of 65% and the value of knowledge student PB 6, during the 

learning activities get the value 670 % with the average 50%. in the second siclus with the 

value of knowledge student PB I, during the learning activities get the value 1,450 with the 

average 80% and the value of knowledge student PB 6, during the learning activities get the 

value 1,380 with the average of 75%. 

 This is said to increase because in the first cycle PB I (1,280) the average value of 

65% and PB 6 (670) an average value of 50% in the second cycle PB I (1,450) an average 

value of 80% and PB 6 (1,380) ) an average value of 75%. An increase in the value of each 

cycle proves that the learning outcomes of grade IV SDN Bangselok I students is successful. 

 


